
Conflict  
A struggle between people who 
may have opposing ideas. 

Resolution 
A solution or end to an argument, 
disagreement or conflict. 

Reconcile 
To bring people with differences 
back together and helping them 
understand one another. 

Dispute 
To argue or debate about 
something. 

Compromise  
To settle by agreeing that each 
side will change or give up some 
demands. 

Debate 
A discussion between 2 or more 
people or groups who disagree on 
an important subject. 

Respect 
To care enough to think about 
how you impact others. 

Challenge 
To contest something that you 
disagree with, 

Constructive  
To meaningfully help somebody to 
improve. 

 A range of vocabulary which can be used when 
talking about feelings. 

 That there are a variety of methods which we can 
use to express and communicate our feelings. 

 That there are different types of relationships. 

 That friendships change over time. 

 The importance of listening and responding 
respectfully to a range of people who are different 
to us. 

 Friendships have their ups and downs. 

 Conflicts can be resolved. 

 Sometimes, in conflicts, there are winners and 
losers.  

 You won’t always be able to reach an agreement. 

 Compromises between people can be made. 

 People have different viewpoints and opinions. 

 Our own and others’ values and opinions are 
important. 

 Debate is a way of expressing your opinions and 
opening your mind to alternative viewpoints. 

Through our exploration of friendship and conflict, we will 
learn that the range of emotions that they feel is normal. 
We will learn that compromise is an important skill which 
is necessary in all walks of life. Together we will explore a 
range of different scenarios which we may come across 
and consider the possible solutions, actions and outcomes 
to prepare us for dealing with future conflicts. Intertwined 
with this, we will learn how to be active listeners who 
courteously challenge one another in order to support us 
to confidently express our thoughts and opinions. 

Can you think of a time where you resolved a conflict in 
your life? 

Work hard to show respect to your friends and family. 

Can you think of a topic to debate with a friend or a 
family member? 

Key Vocabulary 
What I already know... 

What I will learn... 

Making a difference at The Merton 

Making a difference at home 
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 Making a difference    Inspiring success    Building character    Building relationships   Promoting health and wellness 


